Engineering Economy - IE 3913
Summer I in Europe • May 25 - July 13, 2021 • Program fee: $3,499

Enjoy a unique opportunity to study in Europe with other Mississippi State students. Tour facilities of French engineering companies, including Airbus, while learning how to evaluate alternative engineering proposals. Visit several European cities, such as London, Paris, Barcelona, Versailles, Toulouse, Albi, Carcassonne and more.

ADDITIONAL DETAILS
• Open to students from all majors.
• Course is taught entirely in English by Mississippi State University faculty.
• Prerequisites: MA 1713 (Calculus I)
• Required for CE, ChE, IE, ME and PET majors.
• Counts as elective for ABE, ASE, CSE & ECE.
• Out-of-state students pay in-state tuition.
• Program fee includes travel between France, Spain and England, airport pickup, lodging, application fees, health insurance, two weekend trips and some tours and admission fees.
• Tuition, travel to Toulouse/from London, any personal travel, local transportaion and most meals are not included.

APPLICATION DEADLINE
• January 29, 2021

FOR MORE INFORMATION
• Galyna Melnychuk
  gm2@bagley.msstate.edu

FOR MORE INFORMATION
• Galyna Melnychuk
  gm2@bagley.msstate.edu
Cities visited in 2019:
- Albi
- Arcachon
- Bordeaux
- Sarlat
- Rocamadour
- La Roque Gagéac
- St. Cirq Lapopie
- Toulouse
- Carcassonne
- Barcelona
- Cordes Sur Ciel
- Rodez
- Conques
- Paris
- Versailles
- London

**Engineering Economy - IE 3913**

**Summer I in Europe**  •  May 25 - July 13, 2021  •  Program fee: $3,499

**2019 guided tours and group visits:**
- Albi walking tour
- Site Templier de la Cavalerie
- Gouffre de Padirac
- Viaduc de Millau
- Guided tour of St Cirq Lapopie
- Canoe trip from La Roque Gagéac
- Labastide de Levis winery tour
- Toulouse walking tour
- Carcassonne Castle tour
- Airbus

- Aeroscopia
- Sagrada Familia
- Casa Mila
- Palace of Versailles and Gardens
- Tower of London
- Bordeaux walking tour
- Via Fergata du Botti zipline
- Guided tour of Conques
- Maison de L'Huitre tour
- Dune du Pilat

Free or discounted entrance to selected museums with French student ID.
Five-day weekend to travel on your own.